I Quebec Cantilever should also have been Exceptional Work on the Side Horse and was designed by some of the best engineering firms. These two mistakes pitched the bridge into the St. Lawrence. The primary cause was in the faulty design of the colds, while those of timely importance are being worked out in the lab. There are few stunts which have not been accomplished by previous Tech gymnasiums. The program for Friday night includes wrestling by H. O. Jenkins 1908, and A. M. Colman 1909, boxing by G. Schobinger 1908 and F. A. Burton 1909, and by R. G. Billings 1910 and S. Chase 1910, and bouts by some of the members of the fencing team. Professor Swain said that this was the greatest of all engineering failures, and lastly, the collapse of the Quebec bridge systems of designing and building, erecting them, and lastly, tile collapse of the Quebec bridge disaster.
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